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Abstract—Balsa provides a rapid development flow, where asynchronous circuits are created from high-level specifications, but the syntax-driven translation used by the Balsa compiler often results in performance overhead. To reduce this performance penalty, various control resynthesis and peephole optimization techniques are used; in this paper, STG-based resynthesis is considered. For this, we have translated the control parts of all components used by the Balsa compiler into STGs. A Balsa specification corresponds to the parallel composition of such STGs, but this composition must be reduced. We have developed new reduction operations and, using real-life examples, studied various strategies how to apply them.

I. INTRODUCTION

Asynchronous circuits are an alternative to synchronous circuits. They have no global clock signal, which results in lower power consumption and electromagnetic emission. The absence of global timing constraints allows greater tolerance in voltage, temperature, and manufacturing process variations [1].

Unfortunately, asynchronous circuits are more difficult to design due to their inherent complexity. They can be specified with Signal Transition Graphs [2] (STGs), which are Petri nets where the transitions are labelled with signal edges (changes of signal states); however, the rapidly growing state space of these models quickly overwhelms any designer (trying to design a circuit) or even STG synthesis tool (trying to synthesize a circuit from an STG).

An alternative to direct STG synthesis is syntax-directed translation from some high-level hardware specification into an asynchronous circuit without analysis of the state space. This transformation is provided by hardware compilers such as BALSA [3] and TANGRAM [4]. The BALSA compiler converts the high-level Balsa programme into a network of handshake (HS-)components (Figure 1 shows the standard Balsa design flow on the left); these basic building blocks form the circuit and communicate via asynchronous handshakes, where each handshake is a communication channel C utilising the request and the acknowledge signals rC and aC to synchronize the components or to transfer some data. Unfortunately, this approach introduces significant performance overhead due to excessive handshake overhead and signal over-encoding.

In more detail, BALSA synthesis relies on a limited number of HS-components, each having an optimized implementation in the hardware description language Verilog. When translating a BALSA programme, the HS-components are instantiated by providing the actual channel names; the resulting Breeze components form a network where two of them are connected if they share a channel. The Breeze components are listed in the so-called Breeze netlist.

The idea of STG-based resynthesis (see e.g. [5]) is to translate each Breeze component into a Balsa-STG with the same behaviour, cf. Figure 1 r.h.s. Corresponding to the network of Breeze components, the Balsa-STGs are composed in parallel resulting in the initial Balsa-STG: if two Breeze-STGs share a channel, they synchronize on (the edges of) the respective request and acknowledge signals – equally labelled transitions are merged and their signals are regarded as internal (i.e. as invisible for the environment of the circuit).

To solve the problem of over-encoding, we want to get rid of these internal signals. First, we turn the labels of the merged transitions into λ – this is called lambdaarization and the transitions are then called dummy transitions. Second, reduction operations are applied as they are also used for STG-decomposition [6], [7]: dummy transitions are contracted, unnecessary places are removed, and also other net transformations may be performed.

We call the final result Balsa-STG; it is the input for some STG-specific synthesis methods like Petrify [8], Punf/MPSAT [9], ILP methods [10], or STG-decomposition with DesiJ [11] (ordered by increasing size of STGs the method can deal with). Since size matters so much, it is important to make the Balsa-STG really small; in particular for STG-decomposition, it is advantageous to get rid of all dummy transitions one way or the other. We remark that, in STG-decomposition, copies of the Balsa-STG are created, suitable
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transitions are turned into dummies, and then essentially the same reduction operations are applied; the resulting components (the component STGs) can then be synthesized by other methods.

To realize resynthesis, one needs in principle a behaviour-equivalent HS-STG for each HS-component. These STGs can then be instantiated according to the Breeze netlist, yielding the Breeze-STGs. But some HS-components deal with data, while STGs can only deal with the control path of a design. Therefore, it has been suggested to create the Balsa-STG not from the full Breeze netlist but from a cluster, a connected subgraph of the respective network, consisting only of some types of pure control Breeze HS-components [12].

This has some problems: since the Breeze netlist describes a speed-independent circuit, the (full) initial Balsa-STG is free of computation interference, see e.g. [13]. The cluster-based approach may miss some context-components, which usually restrict the behaviour. First, this might lead to conflicts between internal signals such that a speed-independent circuit cannot be synthesized. Of course, one tries to get rid of internal signals, but even then the effect of these conflicts is not clear. More precisely, after lambdarization, the STG might violate output-determinacy and, thus, lack a clear meaning [7]. We prove here that the full initial Balsa-STG is output-determinate after lambdarization.

Second, the parallel composition for the cluster might have computation interference; thus, one cannot apply the optimized parallel composition of [14], which produces fewer places and makes transition contractions easier.

In the light of these observations, it is an important achievement that we have constructed HS-STGs for all HS-components and base our approach on the full Breeze netlist:

- For HS-components that deal with data, we have introduced new signals for communication between the data- and control-path of the final circuitry (cf. Figure 1), isolated the control-path of the components and translated them to STGs. This is similar to the treatment of arbitration, which is also “factored out” from the STG.
- To understand the behaviour of the HS-components, our main source are the high- and low-level behaviour expressions provided by Bardsley [15], [16]. We have implemented a translator from the former to the latter and then to STGs. In our restricted setting, the translation to STGs is not so difficult; cf. [17] for the treatment of a more general Petri net algebra.
- Some HS-components are actually scalable, i.e. they are families of components. We have added suitable operators for behaviour expressions such that each of these HS-components has one closed expression plus a scaling set. For instantiation, also a scaling factor is provided; replicating the signals in the scaling set, the expression is expanded automatically, and then turned into an STG.
- Unfortunately, the behaviour expressions in [15], [16] have their limitations. In some cases, they describe inconsistent (physically impossible) behaviour as already noticed in [12] or behaviour that is generally not expected for some components. Therefore, for each HS-component, we have considered the Verilog description produced by the Balsa tools. Such a description does not specify the expected behaviour of the component’s environment; e.g. the Call component expects that it can deal with a call before receiving the next one. Thus, these descriptions alone are also not sufficient. But we have used them, on the one hand, to validate most of our expressions; on the other hand, in the remaining cases, we modified the low-level expressions such that they fit the Verilog description while making the environment assumptions indicated in the expressions of [15], [16].

With our translation from a Breeze netlist to Breeze-STGs, we can apply the idea of [14]: we use an optimized parallel composition, and we can enforce injectivity for the STGs beforehand to avoid complex structures in the initial Balsa-STG. Additionally, we found that relaxing injectivity in N with shared-path splitting can lead to better reduction. Since we can prove that N after lambdarization is output-determinate, we can apply all and even more reduction operations than allowed for STG-decomposition (e.g. LOD-SecTC2 in [7]).

Deletion of redundant places is a standard reduction operation for STG-decomposition. Since repeated redundancy checks are costly, Desj in its standard setting only checks for the very simple shortcut places. Here, we introduce redundancy checks that are only performed on suitably chosen subgraphs. The experiments have shown that considering small subgraphs already helps to find most redundant places and is not very time consuming. We also introduce merge-place splitting, which can also be helpful when a dummy transition cannot be contracted due to structural reasons.

We have found that the combination of all our ideas gives the best results, considerably reducing the number of dummy transitions while only using safeness preserving contractions [7]. Finally, in all our realistic Balsa examples, dummies could be removed completely when applying more general contractions at the very end.

Basic notions are defined in Section II; the succeeding section describes how we constructed the HS-STGs, also explaining the behaviour expressions. Section IV is concerned with the Balsa-STG and our methods to construct it. The two sections after describe our strategy for using these methods and give experimental data supporting our approach. We end with a short conclusion.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

A Signal Transition Graph (STG) is a Petri net that models the desired behaviour of an asynchronous circuit [2]. An STG is a tuple \( N = \langle P, T, W, l, M_N, \text{In}, \text{Out}, \text{Int} \rangle \) consisting of disjoint sets of places \( P \) and transitions \( T \), the weight function \( W : P \times T \cup T \times P \rightarrow \mathbb{N}_0 \), the labelling function \( l : T \rightarrow \text{In} \{+, -\} \cup \text{Out} \{+, -\} \cup \text{Int} \{+, -\} \cup \{\lambda\} \) associates each transition \( t \) with one of the signal edges (of an input, output or internal signal) or with the empty word \( \lambda \). In the latter case,
we call it a dummy transition; it does not correspond to any signal change. We write \( s^\pm \) for a signal \( s \), if we do not care about the direction of the signal edge. A marking (like the initial marking \( M_N \)) is a function \( M : P \rightarrow \mathbb{N}_0 \) giving for each place the number of tokens on this place.

The preset of a node \( x \in P \cup T \) is \( \cdot x = \{ y \in P \cup T \mid W(y,x) > 0 \} \), the postset of \( x \) is \( x^+ = \{ y \in P \cup T \mid W(x,y) > 0 \} \). A place \( p \) is a marked-graph (MG-)place if \( \cdot p = 1 = p^+ \); it is a choice place if \( \cdot p > 1 \) and a merge place if \( \cdot p > 1 \). If \( W(x,y) > 0 \), we say there exists the arc \( xy \); a loop consists of arcs \( yx \) and \( yx \). Arcs can form paths; we call such a path from \( p_1 \in P \) to \( p_2 \in P \) simple, if all its nodes have single-element pre- and postsets except that there might be several “entry” transitions in \( \cdot p_1 \) and several “exit” transition in \( p_2^+ \).

A transition \( t \) is enabled at marking \( M (M[t]) \) if \( \forall p \in \cdot t : M(p) \geq W(p,t) \). Then it can fire leading to the follower marking \( M' \) with \( \forall p : M'(p) = M(p) + W(t,p) - W(p,t) \). This can be generalized to transition sequences \( w \) as usual \( (M[w], M[w]M') \). If \( M_N(w) \) is M for some \( w \), we call \( M \) reachable and \( w \) a firing sequence. An STG is safe if \( \forall \text{ reachable } M, p \in P : M(p) \leq 1 \). Two transitions \( t_1 \neq t_2 \) are in conflict under \( M \) if \( M[t_1] \) and \( M[t_2] \), but \( M(p) < W(p,t_1) + W(p,t_2) \) for some \( p \).

We can lift enabledness and firing to labels by writing \( M\{l(t)\}M' \) if \( M[t]M' \). Generalizing this to sequences, \( \\
\lambda \) are deleted automatically; if \( M_N(\cdot \lambda) \), we call \( \nu \) a trace. An STG is consistent (which is usually required) if, for all signals \( s \), in every trace of the STG the edges \( s^+ \) and \( s^- \) alternate and there are no two traces where \( s^+ \) comes first in the one and \( s^- \) in the other. The STG is output-determinate if \( M_N(\cdot \lambda) \) and \( M_N(\cdot \lambda) \) implies that, for every \( s \in \text{Out} \), \( M_1(s^\pm) \) iff \( M_2(s^\pm) \).

The graphical representation of STGs is as usual; signal edges of outputs are blue and for inputs red and underlined; internal signals are never shown. MG-places are replaced by an arc from the transition in the preset to the one in the postset.

The idea of parallel composition \( N_1\parallel N_2 \) is that the two STGs run in parallel synchronizing on common signals; a precondition is that an internal signal of one is not a signal of the other. Let \( A \) be the set of common signals. For each \( s \in A \), an occurrence of a edge \( s^\pm \) in one STG must always be accompanied by an occurrence of \( s^\pm \) in the other. Since we do not know a priori which \( s^\pm \)-labelled transition of \( N_1 \) will occur together with some \( s^\pm \)-labelled transition of \( N_2 \), we have to allow for each possible pairing. Thus, the parallel composition is obtained from the disjoint union of \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) by combining each \( s^\pm \)-labelled transition of \( N_1 \) with each \( s^\pm \)-labelled transition from \( N_2 \) if \( s \in A \); the resulting transition has the same label. We can use this operation to model circuits that are connected on signals with the same name, in particular when building an initial Balsa-STG. In this case, we will assume here that \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) have neither an input nor an output in common. Thus, \( s \in A \) is an input of one and an output of the other; we define generally that such an \( s \) is internal in the composition. We will also use \( l \) in behaviour expressions; in [15], [16], the operands never have a signal in common. For constructing STGs in this context, we found it useful to allow \( s \in A \) being a common input or a common output, and such an \( s \) remains in input, output resp. See [6] for a formal definition in a related setting.

A most important operation for our approach is transition contraction; see Figure 2 for a type-2 secure contraction, since it has no merge place in its postset (though there is a choice place in its preset).

**Definition 1.** Let \( N \) be an STG and \( t \) be a dummy transition such that \( t \) is not incident to any arc with weight greater than 1 and \( t \) is not on a loop. We define \( N' \) as the t-contraction of \( N \) as follows:

\[
T' = T \setminus \{ t \}
\]

\[
P' = \{ (p, *) \mid p \notin \cdot t \cup \cdot t \} \cup \cdot t \times \cdot t
\]

\[
W'(p_1, p_2) = W((p_1, p_2), t') = W(p_1, t') + W(p_2, t')
\]

\[
W'(t', (p_1, p_2)) = W(t', p_1) + W(t', p_2)
\]

\[
M'((p_1, p_2)) = M(p_1) + M(p_2)
\]

The sets of signals and the labelling for \( t' \in T' \) remain unchanged. In this definition \( \cdot \in P \cup T \) is a dummy element used to make all places of \( N' \) to be pairs; we assume \( M(\cdot) = W(\cdot, t') = W(t', \cdot) = 0 \).

The contraction is called secure if \( \cdot t \subseteq \{ t \} \) (type-1 secure) or \( \cdot t = \{ t \} \) and \( M_N(p) = 0 \) for all \( p \in \cdot t \) (type-2 secure). It is called (structurally) safeness preserving [7] if \( \cdot t = 1 \) or \( \cdot t = \{ p \} \) with \( \cdot t = \{ t \} \) and \( M_N(p) = 0 \).

**A. Translations.**

In [15], [16], the behaviour of the 46 HS-components is described with high-level behaviour expressions. These are formed from channel names \( C \) with some operators, and their meaning is explained with a structural translation: each expression \( e \) is translated into two low-level ones \( \Delta e \) and \( \nabla e \), describing the set and the reset phase of \( e \). The phases are needed for the inductive definition, the final meaning of \( e \) is the sequential composition \( \Delta e ; \nabla e \). Low-level expressions are formed from signal edges \( rC+, rC-, aC+, aC- \) with some operators, using signs already used for high-level expressions.

We describe the syntax of expressions by listing the translations, giving in each case the name of the high-level operator:

- \( \Delta C = rC+; aC+ \)
- \( \nabla C = rC-; aC- \)
sequential composition: $\Delta(e; f) = \Delta e; \nabla e; \Delta f$

$\nabla(e; f) = \Delta f$

parallel composition: $\Delta(e||f) = (\Delta e; \nabla e)|| (\Delta f; \nabla f)$

$\nabla(e||f) = \lambda$

synchronized parallel composition: $\Delta(e, f) = \Delta e|| \Delta f$

$\nabla(e, f) = \nabla e|| \nabla f$

enclosure: $\Delta(C : e) = r C +; \Delta e; aC +$

$\nabla((C : e) = r C -; \nabla e; aC -$

choice: $\Delta(e|f) = \Delta e| \Delta f$

$\nabla(e|f) = \nabla e| \nabla f$

loop: $\Delta(\#e) = \#(\Delta e; \nabla e)$

$\nabla(\#e) = \lambda$

The low-level expressions are not explained, but their meaning is fairly intuitive. E.g., the meaning of channel $C$ is a sequence of four signal edges, describing a 4-phase-handshake on $C$; this type of handshake is fixed by the translation. We understand these expressions by giving a natural translation to a class of STGs; such translations have been studied in the literature, see e.g. [17] for a thorough treatment. Each such STG has a set of initial and a set of final places. As a building block, such an STG has no tokens; for the final translation, one puts a token on each initial place, and this is the HS-STG sought after. When we consider this initial marking for an STG in our class and a reachable marking where all final places are marked, then all other places are empty; intuitively, the STG has reached the end of its behaviour.

A signal edge corresponds to an STG with one transition, which is labelled with the signal edge and has the only initial place in its pre- and the only final place in its postset.

For sequential composition “;”, one replaces the final place set of the first and the initial place set of the second STG by their Cartesian product; each pair is a new place which inherits the adjacent transitions of each of its components. Thus, a behaviour of the first STG can be followed by a behaviour of the second. The initial set of the first STG is initial for the result, the final set of the second STG is final.

Parallel composition “||” is as defined above; the initial and the final set are formed as union of the initial sets, the final set resp., of the component STGs. The expression $\lambda$ corresponds to a skip, its translation is a single place that is initial and final.

For choice “|”, one replaces the two sets of initial places by their Cartesian product and the same for the final places; each pair is a new place which inherits the adjacent transitions of each of its components; the first product is the new set of initial places, the second the new set of final places. Thus, the first firing of a transition decides whether the behaviour of the first or the second STG is exhibited.

Finally, when the loop construct “#” is applied to an STG, one replaces the final place set and the initial place set by their Cartesian product; again, adjacent transitions are inherited; the product is the new set of initial places and the new set of final places. Now, the behaviour of the original STG can be repeated arbitrarily often.

It is well-known that the combination of the last two operators can lead to a problem (cf. Section 4.4.13 in [17]): if one operand of a choice is a loop-STG, the loop can be performed a number of times and then the other operand can be chosen; this is presumably unexpected. Luckily, this never happens in our restricted context; almost always, a loop is the top operator or just inside a parallel composition.

Another potential problem is the following. It is often very desirable to work with safe STGs only, see e.g. [11]. All operators except loop generate a safe STG from safe operands. But if the operand of a loop is a parallel composition, the result might violate safeness (cf. Section 4.4.9 in [17]). Again, this situation does not turn up here.

All the translations have been implemented in DesiJ; they offer a flexible and very convenient way to produce interesting STGs. All HS-STGs are safe, hence also each initial Balsa-STG is safe.

As a simple example, we consider the Call component with channels $A$ and $B$ for input and $C$ for output. The behaviour is defined with the high-level expression $Call = \#(A : C|B : C)$, which we expand as follows:

$\Delta Call = \#(\Delta(A : C|B : C); \nabla(A : C|B : C))$

$\nabla Call = \lambda$

$\Delta(A : C|B : C) = (\Delta A +; \Delta C +; \Delta A +; \Delta A +)$

$| (\Delta B +; \Delta C +; \Delta A +; \Delta A +)$

$\nabla(A : C|B : C) = (\nabla A +; \nabla C +; \nabla A +; \nabla A +)$

$| (\nabla B +; \nabla C +; \nabla A +; \nabla A +)$

This in turn is translated to the STG in Figure 3 according to the description above; also see below.

B. Scalable HS-components

As mentioned in the introduction, some HS-components are scalable; the respective high-level expression could contain e.g. a term like $\langle B ; C ; D \rangle || \ldots || \langle B(n − 1) ; C ; D(n − 1) \rangle$. To have compact (and closed) expressions for such cases, we introduced new operators. An expression $\#|e$ for the repeated parallel $\#||$ is always accompanied by a scaling set, containing some channel names appearing in $e$. For the translation into a low-level expression, also a scaling factor $n$ is given. Now, as a first step, $\#|e$ is expanded to a repeated parallel composition where the first operand is $e$ and the others are replications
of $e$; in the $i$-th replication ($i = 1, \ldots, n$), each channel name appearing in the scaling set is indexed with $i$. Then, the expanded expression is translated to low level and to an STG.

For the example mentioned, we would write $\#||(B; C; D)$ with scaling set $\{B, D\}$. For scaling factor 3, the expanded expression would then be $(B; C; D)||(B1; C; D1)||(B2; C; D2)$. Similarly, have introduced repeated choice “$\#|$”, synchronized parallel “$\#|$”, and sequence “$\#|$”. $\#||e$ is also defined for a low-level expression $e$; this has to be expanded to another one without $\#||$ in the same way – see the treatment of Decision Wait below.

C. Some concrete HS-components

The STG in Figure 3 shows a loop with two choices in sequence. But actually, the second choice is already decided by the first; the way it is, the STG is not consistent and will be rejected e.g. by Petrify. (One could imagine a variant of Petrify, though, which simply ignores inconsistent behaviour since it is physically impossible.) We give a better expression for the intended behaviour; this is a low-level expression only and, as in a few other similar cases, we do not have a high-level one. It translates to the STG in Figure 4.

$$\#(\triangle(A; C); \triangledown(A; C); \triangle(B; C); \triangledown(B; C))$$

An example for scaling and for the communication with the data path is the Variable component, which allows storing information in its local memory elements. For better understanding, its gate-level model with support for two readers $B$ and $B1$ is presented in Figure 5. The component uses the additional custom channel $D$: $rD$ is the output signal controlling the memory latches when the data must be latched, whereas $aD$ is the input from the environment. The path from $rD$ to $aD$ includes the rising edge delay line, which ensures that the data is latched before the component acknowledges its writer port on signal $aD$. The delay line cannot be synthesized, hence, it is factored out into the environment. The scale set is $\{B\}$ and the high-level expression is $\#(A; D)||\#(||(B));$ with scale factor 2, it translates to the following low-level expression and the STG in Figure 6:

$$\#(rA+; rD+; aD+; aA+; rA--; rD--; aD--; aA--)
|| \#(\triangle B; \triangledown B)||\#(\triangle B1; \triangledown B1)$$

Reader requests are always acknowledged as the latest data is always visible to them for reading; however, the environment of this component must ensure that reading and writing does not occur at the same time.

The Decision Wait component is another interesting example where a low-level expression is required. The original specification does not allow channel $B$ to initiate communication, which is wrong. Based on the knowledge of its actual implementation, we realized that its actual definition should be described as follows. We also give its expansion for scale set $\{B, C\}$ and scale factor 2.

$$\#(\#(\triangle(B; C); \triangledown(B; C)))$$

$$\#(rA+; \#(\triangle C; aA+; rA--; \triangledown C); aA--)
= \#((rB+; rC+; aC+; aB+; rB--; rC--; aC--; aB--; aA--)
\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad||\quad((rB1+; rC1+; aC1+; aB1+; rB1--; rC1--; aC1--; aB1--)
\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad||\quad\#(rA+; (rC+; aC+; aA+; rA--; rC--; aC--)
\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad||((rC1+; aC1+; aA+; rA--; rC1--; aC1--))
\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad; aA--))$$

In this example, the parallel composition has common signal $C$ on both sides, which causes synchronization over transitions $rC+, rC-, aC+, aC-$, see Figure 7.
IV. CONSTRUCTING THE BALSA-STG

A. The initial Balsa-STG

For constructing an STG for the control part of a Balsa programme, we initialize HS-STGs according to the Breeze netlist and determine the parallel composition of these Breeze-STGs. As argued in the introduction, this composition is free of computation interference; hence, we can apply the methods from [14]: first, we can enforce injectivity and, second, we can apply the optimized parallel composition, which produces fewer places. Call the resulting initial Balsa-STG \( N' \).

We will prove now that the STG \( N' \) arising from lambdarizing the internal signals in \( N' \) is output-determinate, since this guarantees that \( N' \) has a clear meaning [7]; also, we know then a lot about behaviour-preserving reduction operations, see below. For the purpose of our proof, internal signals can be treated as output signals; so we can assume that all transitions in \( N' \) are labelled with (edges of) output or input signals, that \( N' \) is deterministic, and that no transitions in conflict under a reachable marking are labelled with outputs (output persistence). \( N' \) is derived from \( N' \) by lambdarizing all transitions with label in some set of output signals.

Lemma 2. \( M_N[w_1]M_1, M_N[w_2]M_2 \) with \( l(w_1) = l(w_2) \). \( \exists v_1, v_2, M : M_1[v_1]M \land M_2[v_2]M \land l(v_1) = l(v_2) \).

Proof: If \( |w_1| + |w_2| = 0 \), all markings equal \( M_N \) and all sequences \( \lambda \).

Assume that the lemma holds whenever \( |w_1| + |w_2| = n \), and that we are given \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) with \( |w_1| + |w_2| = n + 1 \). There are three cases:

a) Assume \( w_1 = w'_1t \) with \( l(t) = \lambda \) and \( M_N[w'_1]M'_1[t]M_1 \). For \( w'_1 \), \( M'_1 \), \( w_2 \) and \( M_2 \), choose \( v'_1, v'_2 \) and \( M' \) by induction.

If \( v'_1 = vtv' \) with \( t \) not in \( v \): Since \( t \) was labelled with an output, \( t \) is not in conflict with any transition in \( v \), i.e. \( M'_1[v'] \) and \( M'_1[t] \) implies \( M'_1[ttv'] \) and thus \( M'_1[ttv']M' \). We can define \( v_1 = vtv' \), \( v_2 = v'_2 \) and \( M = M' \).

b) analogous for \( w_2 \)

c) Otherwise: \( w_1 = w'_1t_1, w_2 = w'_2t_2 \) and \( l(t_1) = l(t_2) \). \( M_N[w'_1]M'_1[t_1]M_1 \) and \( M_N[w'_2]M'_2[t_2]M_2 \). For \( w'_1 \), \( M'_1 \), \( w'_2 \) and \( M_2 \), choose \( v'_1, v'_2 \) and \( M' \) by induction.

Since all transitions in \( v'_1 \) and \( v'_2 \) were outputs, they are not in conflict with \( t_1 \) or \( t_2 \). By \( M'_1[t_1]M_1 \) and \( M'_2[t_2]M' \), we have \( M'_1[t_1]M'_1[t_1]M_1 \) and \( M'_2[t_1v'_1]M \). Similarly, \( M'_2[v'_2]M' \). Since \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) have the same label and \( N' \) is deterministic, we conclude \( t_1 = t_2 \). \( M' \). \( M_2 \). Thus, we can further define \( v_1 = v'_1 \) and \( v_2 = v'_2 \).

Theorem 3. \( N \) is output-determinate.

Proof: Consider \( M_N[w_1]M_1[t] \) and \( M_N[w_2]M_2 \) with \( l(w_1) = l(w_2) \). \( l(t) \in Out^+ \). Take \( v_1, v_2 \) and \( M \) according to Lemma 2. As in the last subcase of the above proof, we have \( M_1[v_1]M \) and \( M_2[t_1v_2]M \). Thus, \( M_2[l(t)] \) due to \( M_2[v_2]M \).

In the full version of this paper, we will give an output-persistent parallel composition of Breeze-STGs without computation interference and a cluster of it such that the resp. smaller parallel composition has computation interference and is not output-persistent; cf. the discussion of the cluster-based approach in the introduction.

B. Reduction operations

To obtain the final Balsa-STG, we want to make the lambdarized initial Balsa-STG \( N \) smaller – and in particular, we want to remove as many dummy transitions as possible. For this, one applies reduction operations. Since \( N \) is output-determinate and according to [7], we can apply any language-preserving operation that turns an output-determinate STG into another one, which is then a so-called trace-correct implementation; this notion actually also allows some more operations. Observe that \( N \) is also consistent, and this must be preserved – which is the case for language-preserving operations.

The main operations are secure transition contraction and removal of redundant places. For the former, we mainly use the safeness preserving version, since it does not introduce so complicated structures that hinder further contractions. Contractions reduce the number of dummies, place removal keeps this and reduces the number of places. So far, this guarantees termination for the reduction phase.

We have found a new practical way to deal with redundant places, and we found two new reduction operations. We will present these now.

C. Removing redundant places based on a subgraph

Removing redundant places simplifies an STG and can enable additional secure contractions.

Definition 4. A place \( p \in P \) is structurally redundant place [18] if there is a reference set \( Q \subseteq P \setminus p \), a valuation \( V : Q \cup \{p\} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) and some number \( c \in \mathbb{N} \) satisfying the system of equations:

Figure 7: Correct Decision Wait
1) \( V(p)M_N(p) - \sum_{s \in Q} V(s)M_N(s) = c \)
2) \( \forall t \in T : V(p)(W(t,p) - W(p,t)) - \sum_{s \in Q} V(s)(W(t,s) - W(s,t)) \geq 0 \)
3) \( \forall t \in T : V(p)W(p,t) - \sum_{s \in Q} V(s)W(s,t) \leq c \)

This property can be checked with a Linear Programming solver (LP-solver) where the values of \( V \) and \( c \) are the unknowns to be found. If \( p \) is structurally redundant, it can be removed without affecting the firing sequences of the STG. The main problem comes from checking STGs with large number of places because the inequations have to be solved individually for each of the places at least once.

Therefore, the standard of DesiJ was to only check for so-called shortcut and loop-only places with graph-theoretic methods. The new idea is to use an LP-solver on a small sub-STG. Checking a place \( p \) of \( N \), the places of \( Q \) are most likely on paths from \( *p \) to \( p^* \). Hence, we define the depth-\( n \)-STG as the induced sub-STG that has \( p \) and all places with distance at most \( 2:n-1 \) from some \( t_1 \in *p \) and to some \( t_2 \in p^* \), and as transitions the presets of all these places plus \( p^* \). Places detected as redundant on such a sub-STG are indeed redundant:

**Proposition 5.** Consider an STG \( N \), a place \( p \) and some induced sub-STG \( N' \) containing \( p \) and \( *p \cup p^* \) and with each place also its preset. If \( p \) is redundant in \( N' \), it is redundant in \( N \) as well.

**Proof:** Consider the reference set \( Q \) in \( N' \), the respective valuation \( V : Q \cup \{p\} \to \mathbb{N} \) and \( c \geq 0 \) satisfying the conditions 1)-3) above in \( N' \). Condition 1) clearly carries over to \( N \). Conditions 2) and 3) have only to be checked for \( t \in T - T' \) being adjacent to some \( s \in Q \cup \{p\} \). By choice of \( N' \), \( t \notin \) \( *p \cup p^* \) and \( \forall s \in Q : W(t,s) = 0 \). Hence, the first product in both conditions is 0 and conditions 2) and 3) reduce to: \( \sum_{s \in Q} V(s)W(s,t) \geq 0 \) and \( \sum_{s \in Q} V(s)W(s,t) \leq c \); these clearly hold.

Figure 8 demonstrates a simple example where place \( p \) is checked for redundancy. At depth 1, only place \( p_1 \) is considered, it adds \( b+ \) to the equation and cannot prove \( p = \) redundant; \( p_3 \) is not added at this depth because its distance from \( a+ \) is 3, and similarly for \( p2 \). At depth 2 places \( p1, p2, p3 \) are added to the equations; now \( p \) is seen to be redundant due to \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \).

For completeness, we mention: \( p^* = \emptyset \) means the place is not affecting any transitions, hence it is redundant without any checks; if \( *p = \emptyset \), building the subgraph we only consider the distance from a place to \( p^* \).

Finally, a quick decision rule can be added with respect to the induced subgraph \( N' \): if \( \exists t \in p^* : |*t| = 1 \), then \( p \) is not redundant in this subgraph and we can avoid the time consuming call of an LP-solver.

**D. Splitting**

When working with large STGs composed of Breeze-STGs, certain patterns occur quite often that block contractions. We propose two structural operations that simplify the STG structure and allow more dummy transitions to be contracted; both are based on the idea of splitting some transitions and places.

1) **Shared-path splitting:** The first example demonstrates a fairly common structure: a single simple path from \( p_1 \) to \( p_2 \) without dummy transitions is shared among two or more firing sequences (Figure 9). Each of the several entry transitions of \( p_1 \) (like the dummy) is connected to its own exit transition from \( p_2 \); the connection is an MG-place; all places considered are unmarked. Since the dummy cannot be contracted securely, we split the path as indicated and delete the marked-graph places, since they are redundant now. Then, the dummy can be contracted, which is even safeness preserving now if the dummy has only one postset place at this stage. If each splitting is followed by a contraction, the whole transformation reduces the number of dummies and termination for the Balsa-STG construction is guaranteed.

It may seem that this splitting may lose some firing sequences, for instance: \( \ldots \lambda \rightarrow rC- \rightarrow aC- \rightarrow aB+ \rightarrow aB^- \) is not possible after splitting. However: if a token is put onto the path, it must be removed before another token is put onto \( p_1 \); otherwise, we could have two tokens on \( p_1 \), violating the consistency of the STG.

The transformation can also be applied if, symmetrically, the dummy is an exit transition. Also, instead of the marked-graph place mentioned, there could be a longer simple path instead; if we keep this, the splitting is also correct.
Path splitting is more or less the inverse of enforcing injectivity; in fact, it is often applied to paths that were introduced when enforcing injectivity before the parallel composition. Still, our results show: path splitting improves the results in any case, but path splitting with enforcing injectivity first is sometimes better than without.

2) Merge-place splitting: The second type of splitting directly addresses the case where a dummy transition \( t \) cannot be contracted securely because it has a choice place \( p_1 \) in its preset and some merge places like \( p_2 \) in its postset; cf. Figure 10. We can split off a new \( p'_2 \) from \( p_2 \) (and similarly for all merge places) and replicate the transitions in \( p^* \) as shown: the replicates form \( p^*_2 \), while \( p'_2 \) only contains the dummy; \( p_2 \) keeps all the other transitions of its preset and (in case) the tokens. We only apply this splitting, if each \( t' \in p^*_2 \) satisfies \( t^* \cap t' = \{ p_2 \} \), the resp. arc weight is 1, and the label is not \( \lambda \). Then, the splitting does not change the behaviour: if we contract the dummy afterwards, the whole transformation again decreases the number of dummies, so termination is guaranteed.

This method is more general than shared-path splitting: however, the resulting STG structure is not as good for contractions. For instance, if we apply it to the earlier example in Figure 9, the dummy transition would have multiple places in both, its preset and postset, and contracting it would not be safeness preserving. Hence, merge-place splitting is more suitable as an “emergency plan” when other methods fail.

V. A STRATEGY FOR STG-REDUCTION WITH SPLITTING

Based on experiments, we propose the strategy shown in Figure 11 for STG-reduction. We start with some initial preparations, first removing redundant places that can quickly be detected using graph-theoretic methods; this can enable more contractions later on. Next we perform simple contractions, treating a dummy transition \( t \) only if \( t = \{ p \} \) for a non-choice place \( p \) and \( t^* = \{ p' \} \) for a non-merge place \( p' \). This operation shrinks the size of the STG without creating any new redundant places, and it guarantees that there are no dummies on any shared paths. Because it is so specific, it doesn’t “spoil” the structure for the shared-path splitting.

Shared-path splitting is highly sensitive to the STG structure, so it is best to do it once before any more general safeness preserving contraction; in our examples, the overwhelming majority of path splits are carried out at this point.

Then, we repeatedly do the following: we apply safeness preserving contractions as often as possible; this may introduce redundant places, so we try to remove these, also using an LP-solver now. This in turn can enable new contractions.

If repeating these phases does not result in any progress, we try to split paths to enable further contractions. If this fails, we try splitting merge-places. In our experiments, these splits do not occur very often; if they also fail, the programme returns the resulting STG with its reduced number of dummies. Depending on the method for synthesizing a circuit from this STG, we can use general secure contractions (which may destroy safeness); this always worked in our examples. Alternatively, we can backtrack as in STG-decomposition: the remaining dummies originated from some internal signals; we can decide to keep these signals, i.e. we do not lambdarize them in the initial Balsa-STG and restart reduction (subject for future research).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

For testing our methods, we have chosen 5 reasonably large realistic Breeze file samples (Table I). These are the History Unit module HU from the Viterbi decoder, and some modules from the Samips processor presented in the table with the size of their lambdarized initial Balsa-STGs (number of arcs, places, transitions and \( \lambda \)-transitions). Note that, for the construction of these STGs, injective labelling and optimized parallel composition were used. All tests were run on a 32-bit Java platform, Intel 17-2600 CPU 3.40 GHz processor.

Since the initial preparations are quick, we also show the size of the STGs that enter the iteration: the numbers of dummies decrease, while the numbers of non-dummy transitions (difference between \( |T| \) - and \( |\lambda| \)-column) actually increase (due to shared-path splitting).

The first test concerns using an LP-solver for detecting further redundant places on subgraphs of varying depths (Figure 12a). We measured the overall time for the complete...
Table I: Balsa benchmarks, initial sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tar</th>
<th>[T]</th>
<th>[P]</th>
<th>[A]</th>
<th></th>
<th>[T]</th>
<th>[P]</th>
<th>[A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[c]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Final results when all optimization options are on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[l]</th>
<th>[T]</th>
<th>[P]</th>
<th>[A]</th>
<th></th>
<th>[T]</th>
<th>[P]</th>
<th>[A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[c]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |

reduction and the number of redundant places found by the LP-solver, and we added these up for our 5 examples. One sees that time increases with depth, and this is also true for each example separately. The first contributing factor here is the simple check filter, which prevents launching the LP-solver when the place obviously is not redundant. Its effect is drastic on small subgraphs; for instance for depth 1 of HU, the LP-solver is launched only 16 times. For depth 5, this number increases to 237, and to 473 for depth 15. The second factor is the size of the inequations; on larger subgraphs the solver becomes slower.

Figure 12a indicates that with depth 10 we rather quickly get a reasonable coverage of the redundant places that can be found at all with an LP-solver. Again, this is also true for each example separately. So we fixed this value for our further experiments.

Having fixed this value, computation time is not an issue anymore. What we consider now is the quality of the resulting STG, measured as the number of remaining dummies. Our experiments have confirmed the overwhelming success of the optimized parallel composition (PCOMP in [14]); so we always used this. Figure 12b-f show the results for each example when we use each of enforcing injectivity, the LP-solver and its splitting methods or not. It is clear that splitting should be used (lighter bars); also, the solver is useful in all cases. The case for enforcing injectivity is not so clear: in one case it really helps, in the others there is not much of difference. Table II shows the sizes and numbers of remaining dummies if we use all options. It also shows the number of places and dummies when we skip the initial preparations; this shows that for a good quality result the early splitting of shared paths is important.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows how a Breeze netlist can be converted into an equivalent STG. We addressed the issues of converting the initial component specifications in the Balsa Manual by using high- and low-level expressions. We took special care to separate control and data path, inserting communication signals for putting them together again in the end.

In the parallel composition of the components, more than a half of the signals are synchronized; they are lambdarized, and we have shown how to get rid of them completely; this can reduce the over-encoding in Balsa significantly.

We have noticed that using an LP-solver on STG subgraphs can be very helpful for contracting more dummies without sacrificing much time (as it would happen if the full-depth solver were employed). Additionally, the restructuring techniques shared-path and merge-place splitting have proven to be extremely useful. When we added these ideas to some optimizations from the literature, they reduced the number of dummies to 10% (cf. the fifth and the last bar in Figure 12b-f). Hopefully, our findings will be confirmed by further experiments.

This approach allows to build large speed-independent STG specifications; synthesizing circuits from them is the next step. There are different approaches for this, and our results should be interesting for all of them. In the future, we will look into STG-decomposition for large realistic STGs using our tool DESI.
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Figure 12: a) Total time spent on different depths b)-f) Remaining dummies